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Abstract: Nowadays the recommended systems have more scope. Regardless of weighty progress, there still remain 

abundant boulevards to explore. This paper affords a study of abusing online travel statistics for adapted travel 

package recommendation. The unique characteristics of travel data is to be addressed, which discriminate travel 

packages from old-fashioned items for recommendation. This paper first analyses the prevailing travel packages and 

progress a tourist-area-season topic (TAST) model. Formerly, we propose a cocktail approach to engender the lists 

for personalized travel package recommendation. Also, we spread out the TAST model to the tourist-relation-area-

season topic (TRAST) model for apprehending the latent relationships among the tourists in each travel clutch. The 

proposed model can be used for effective travel group formation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The hasty progression of online travel information 

enforces an increasing dare for tourists who have to 

pick out from a hefty amount of offered travel packages 

for nourishing their personalized desires. Furthermore, 

to surge the yield, the travel companies have to realize 

the inclinations from different tourists and assist extra 

striking packages. Hence, the claim for smart travel 

facilities is estimated to increase intensely. Mainly, 

travel statistics are far less and scarcer than traditional 

items since the expenses for a travel are greatly classy 

[14]. Following, each travel package comprises of 

various sceneries and so has inherent complex 

spatiotemporal relationships. Third, old-fashioned 

recommender systems habitually trust on user 

unambiguous ratings. To conclude, the outdated stuffs 

for recommendation regularly have a lengthy era of 

stable value. 

We anticipated a cocktail approach on personalized 

travel package recommendation. Precisely, we principal 

examine the crucial features of the prevailing travel 

packages. Travel time and terminuses are alienated into 

diverse seasons and areas. Formerly, we improve a 

tourist-area-season topic (TAST) model. Grounded on 

this TAST model, a cocktail approach is established for 

custom-made travel package recommendation by 

considering some supplementary features as well as the 

seasonal performances of tourists, the charges of travel 

correspondences, and the cold start problem of new 

packages. 

Similarly, we put forward the tourist-relation-area-

season topic (TRAST) model, that aids apprehend the 

explanations why tourists form a travel clutch. This is 

supportive for catching the covert relationships among 

the vacationers in every travel clutch. In toting, we 

conduct methodical tryouts on the real world data. 

These researches not only make evident that the 

TRAST model can be used as and taxation for travel 

group instinctive development but also afford more 

perceptions into the TAST model and the cocktail 

recommendation approach. Later we have acquired the 

topic dissemination of every day tripper and suite by the 

TAST model, we can work out the correspondence 

between every single tourist by their topic 

dissemination resemblances. The preceding cocktail 

recommendation approach (Cocktail) is predominantly 

centered on the TAST model and the collaborative 

filtering method. Another possible cocktail approach is 

the content-based cocktail called as TAST Content. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 

 Map based interaction system presents an approach 

For integrating recommendation and electronic map 

technologies to build a map-based conversational 

mobile recommender system that can effectively and 

intuitively support users in finding their desired 

products and services. The results show that integrating 

map-based visualization and interaction in mobile 

recommender systems improves the system 
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recommendation effectiveness and increases the user 

satisfaction. [2]. 

Latent Dirichlet approach considers the problem of 

modeling text corpora and other collections of discrete 

data. The goal is to find short descriptions of the 

members of a collection that enable efficient 

processing of large collections while preserving the 

essential statistical relationships that are useful for 

basic tasks such as classification, novelty detection, 

summarization [6]. 

Adaptive web sites may offer automated 

recommendations generated through any number of 

well-studied techniques including collaborative, 

content-based and knowledge-based recommendation. 

Each of these techniques has its own strengths and 

weaknesses [7]. 

 

3. EXISTING METHOD 

In existing system there are many technical and 

domain challenges inherent in designing and 

implementing an effective recommender system for 

personalized travel package recommendation. The 

travel data were used in the existing system much 

fewer and sparser than traditional items and also every 

travel package consists of many landscapes places of 

interest and attractions. 

The existing system was categorized into two 

different types. They are first category and second 

group. The first category was provided the pre-travel 

stage for travel planning information filtering and 

inspiration. The recommended system based upon the 

time and cost factors. Then the second group 

recommended the services through the mobile devices 

and then the Google maps. 

In maps they pointed out the locations and 

landscapes. The travel data, the user ratings are usually 

not conveniently available. A package usually only lasts 

for a certain period of time which results in 

recommendation usually have a long period of stable 

value and the values of travel packages can easily 

depreciate over time. 

 

4.  PROPOSED METHOD 

4.1 TAST and TRAST 

It aims to make personalized travel package 

recommendations for the tourists. The proposed system 

introduces three important methods for improving the 

user’s requirements. They are TAST, Cocktail approach 

and TRAST. The TAST is recommended for the system 

which is based upon the travel package and the 

landscape of the locations and areas. The TAST method 

is mainly using the Bayesian network. The second one 

method is cocktail approach which is used for 

personalized travel. This cocktail approach is using the 

hybrid recommendation system for processing. 

The TRAST method is used as the third method. 

The TRAST method is only considering the season to 

update the new travel packages. The advantages of 

proposed system are it improves the power energy then 

it is adaptable for all mobiles and it improves the 

quality of the video when displaying in the backlight. 

 

5. SYSTEM FLOW DIAGRAM 

Figure 1 shows the system flow diagram of travel 

package recommendation system. The first process is to 

register the person’s details into the recommender 

system. For registration process we have to enter the 

details of name, username and password. After the 

registration process the details are to be saved in the 

database. The completion of successful registration the 

person can enter into the recommender system with the 

help of their account. At the time of login the person 

can enter the valid account details. 

The different types of topic relationships between 

seasons are more clear as shown in the right matrix, the 

most different two pairs of seasons are (winter, 

summer) and (summer, fall), while (summer, spring) 

have the most similar latent topic distributions. It is 

harder to find the credible nearest neighbour tourists 

(and latent interests) only based on the co-traveling 

packages. Furthermore, these demonstrate the 

effectiveness of modeling latent topics. 

 

 

 
 

Figure1: System flow diagram 
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6.  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The relationships recognized by TRAST can be better 

used for gathering tourists and help to find the most 

possible co-travel tourists for a given tourist. Thus, 

compared to co-travel groups, landscapes and topics, it 

is more suitable for travel companies to choose 

relationships as an assessment for travel group 

automatic formation. Fig (a) shows the image of whole 

conversion process, initially the user has to register and 

login with their personal details. Based on their needs, 

the tourist has to select the options from the main menu. 

The tourist may search their interest in either TAST or 

TRAST model. 
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Figure.2 Results of the proposed method: (a) The image 

of the travel package recommender system; (b)the place 

for the user to search their views; (c) the result for 

TAST produced in GMAP view; (d) The result for 

TRAST produced in GMAP view. 

 

 

 

7.  CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

7.1 Conclusion 

The proposed cocktail recommendation approach works 

very well for predicting the tourists’ travel preferences 

by exploiting the unique characteristics of the travel 

package data. Also, in this paper, we describe the work 

in a domain depended (i.e., travel) way where users are 

tourists, items are travel packages, and features of items 

are seasons, areas, and so on. However, it is worth 

noting that the idea of profiling user/item and the way 

to explore features and integrate these features in topic 

modeling should be generally applicable to other 

recommendation scenarios. 
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7.2 Future Work 

In this paper, we present study on personalized travel 

package recommendation. Specifically, we first 

analyzed the unique characteristics of travel packages 

and developed the TAST model, a Bayesian network 

for travel package and tourist representation. The TAST 

model can discover the interests of the tourists and 

extract the spatial-temporal correlations among 

landscapes. Then, we exploited the TAST model for 

developing a cocktail approach on personalized travel 

package recommendation. This cocktail approach 

follows a hybrid recommendation strategy and has the 

ability to combine several constraints existing in the 

real-world scenario. Furthermore, we extended the 

TAST model to the TRAST model, which can capture 

the relationships among tourists in each travel group. 

Finally, an empirical study was conducted on real-world 

travel data. Experimental results demonstrate that the 

TAST model can capture the unique characteristics of 

the travel packages, the cocktail approach can lead to 

better performances of travel package recommendation, 

and the TRAST model can be used as an effective 

assessment for travel group automatic formation. 
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